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Abstract
Context-aware and proactive technologies have been continuously used over the past years to improve user in-
teraction in areas such as searching and information retrieval, health care and mobile computing. Although there
have been signiﬁcant advances in context-aware systems, there is still a lack of approaches that model and implement
context-aware proactive applications involving the combination of context and distributed events. In this paper we
address these issues by deﬁning a context-aware event model, a new context-aware publish subscribe scheme and a
distributed event-based framework. Our proposed event model is implemented as a context-aware distributed event-
based framework that provides the necessary infrastructure to publish and deliver events based on a component’s
context. In summary, we are able to leverage context as part of our event model and bring behaviour context-aware
adaptation to publication and subscription of events.
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1. Introduction
Context-aware and proactive technologies have been continuously used over the past years to improve user inter-
action in areas such as searching and information retrieval, health care and mobile computing. With the introduction
and increased use of smartphones and other mobile computing devices such as netbooks and tablets, context-aware
applications have become potentially able to use the environment’s information to provide real-time and autonomous
adaptation to the user and his context.
Although there have been signiﬁcant advances in context-aware systems, there is still a lack of approaches that
model and implement context-aware proactive applications involving the combination of context and distributed
events. First, existing context-aware systems do not rely on more eﬃcient context information dissemination schemes
provided by distributed event-based systems. Second, distributed event-based models and approaches do not use con-
text as a ﬁrst class element. Third, current publish subscribe approaches that use context only consider the context of
external components and not its local context. For example, the notiﬁcation of an event to a subscriber should not de-
pend on context contraints determined by the publisher and a subscriber should be oblivious to the publisher’s context
when subscribing to an event. Fourth, there is a need to separate and decouple context information from application
logic.
In this paper we address these issues by deﬁning a context-aware event model, a new context-aware publish
subscribe scheme and a distributed event-based framework. The context-aware event model introduces context as a
ﬁrst class element. It allows a component to specify the context that relates to its advertisements and subscriptions.
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(a) Publish Subscribe View (b) Environment View
Figure 1: Context-aware event model.
Our publish subscribe scheme takes such relationships into consideration through the use of context ﬁlters. Context
ﬁlters are speciﬁed by a component to identify under which circumstances it should be notiﬁed of or allowed to
publish a certain event. By allowing a component to control its diﬀerent publication and subscription behaviours, we
can eﬀectively separate context information from the component logic and place it on the publish subscribe scheme.
Our proposed event model is implemented as a context-aware distributed event-based framework that provides the
necessary infrastructure to publish and deliver events based on a component’s context. In summary, we are able to
leverage context as part of our event model and bring behaviour adaptation to publication and subscription of events.
2. Context-Aware Event Model
Our proposed approach consists of introducing context as a ﬁrst class element into the model. This requires an
explicit representation of both syntax and semantics and how context interacts with both events and components.
Figure 1(a) shows the publish subscribe view of the event model, while Figure 1(b) shows the environment view of
the event model. An event is a data representation of a happening in the system. All events have an event schema. An
event schema speciﬁes the data attributes all events implementing the event schema must have. The name of an event
schema is assumed to be unique.
The system supports the following main functions, namelly (un-)subscription, (un-)advertisement, and publica-
tion, and is composed of independent, self-contained software entities called adaptive components (components for
short). Components are uniquely identiﬁed and each component executes in its own program space. As shown on
Figure 1(a), components have the ability to publish and/or subscribe to events. All context sources in the system are
components. A component that is a context source should incapsulate all of the necessary modules to capture and
process the context information. All context sinks in the system are components. A component that is a context sink
subscribes to the event schema corresponding to the context information it requires.
Not all components are context aware, and not all context-aware components are context sources or sinks. This
distinction is very relevant since a component can still be context aware, i.e., adapt its behaviour to the current
context state, without the need of keeping track of the context information. Context awareness is accomplished
transparently and autonomically through the use of context ﬁlters in publications and subscriptions. An event will
either be published by the system or delivered to a given component if and only if the context ﬁltering expression
matches the context of the environment. A component can achieve behaviour adaptation by controlling under which
context it is notiﬁed of an event or under which context an event it publishes should be valid.
Such approach removes the burden of determining the validity and applicability of the event notiﬁcation or publi-
cation from the component and places it on the system. A component is no longer in need of providing its own copy
of the context model or contacting an external context database. It is also not required to keep track of any context
changes in the environment. With context aware adaptation being part of the publish subscribe scheme in the form
of context ﬁltering expressions, a component is eﬀectively a collection of behaviours that are combined provide a
speciﬁc functionality. All of the application logic is contained inside the component and clearly diﬀerentiated from
context information.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the context-aware event-based framework.
As shown in Figure 1(b), components are grouped into contextual environments (environments for short). An
environment is a logic region used to set bounds to an instance of the context model. All of the components inside the
same environment are considered siblings. An environment is able to scope context by allowing sibling components
to share the same context parameters and values. A component can be part of more than one environment at a time.
Subscription and advertisement of events belong to a single environment. If a component belongs to more than one
environment its subscription and advertisements are distinct between environments.
Any event that aﬀects the values of context parameters in an environment will also aﬀect the context of the com-
ponents contained inside the environment. Context ﬁltering in both event advertisement and subscription is based on
the context parameters of the environment the component is part of. An event will only be published to sibling com-
ponents and/or propagated to the event broker if the context ﬁlter expression speciﬁed in the advertisement matches
the context parameters of the environment. In the case that the event being published carries an update to the context
of an environment, the update takes precedence over context ﬁlter expression evaluation. Similarly, an event will only
be delivered to a component if the context ﬁlter expression speciﬁed in the subscription matches the context of the
environment.
3. Context-Aware Event-Based Framework
The architecture of the framework is shown on Figure 2. The framework is composed of three diﬀerent layers,
the context-aware application layer, where custom context-aware components and application are placed. These
components are the publishers and subscribers in an environment. The middleware layer contains the administrative
components responsible for managing advertisements, subscriptions along with content and context ﬁltering. The
bottom layer refers to the underlying distributed event-based system used to support our system. Figure 3(a) shows
the process of publishing an event and Figure 3(b) shows the process of receiving an event.
3.1. Context-Aware Application Layer
All diﬀerent custom components in the system are placed in this layer. A component may relate to an entire
self-contained application or a simple module or service providing some speciﬁc functionality. Components are re-
sponsible to all generation and consumption of events in the system. Components can be either context providers or
context consumers. A context provider is a component that generates context events and propagates them through the
system, either inside or outside the environment. Context consumers are components that use context information in
order to provide behaviour adaptation. Events without context can also be propagated to environments and compo-
nents throughout the system. Components can be classiﬁed into plain components and context-aware components.
A component is considered plain if it is completely oblivious to context. In other words, plain components do
not subscribe to context events or use any form of context ﬁltering in their subscriptions. Plain components can still
be context sources and publish context events. Being able to sense some type of context, in other words, having
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(a) Publishing an event. (b) Receiving an event.
Figure 3: Publication and subscription sequence diagram.
knowledge of some type of context is not suﬃcient to characterize context awareness. Both knowledge and adaptation
are required for a component to be considered context-aware.
A component is considered context-aware if and only if it has knowledge of some type of context and if it is able
to change its behaviour according to changes in said type of context. A context-aware component doesn’t necessarily
need to receive context information by subscribing to context events. Knowledge of context can be expressed through
context ﬁlters in its subscription. Behaviour adaptation follows from specifying under which circumstances it is to
be notiﬁed of a speciﬁc event. This approach guarantees that a component is aware of some type of context and that
changes to this type of context may aﬀect its behaviour. Any component that uses context ﬁlters in theirs subscriptions
are considered context-aware.
3.2. Environment Middleware Layer
The environment middleware layer contains many diﬀerent administrative components that are used to enable
advertisement, publication and subscription to take place in the system. It is also responsible for context ﬁltering and
communication with other peers or event brokers in a distributed event-based system.
The environment manager is the administrative component responsible for keeping track of the state of context in
the environment. It has its own instance of the context model which is updated according to event published both from
inside and outside the environment. The environment manager is responsible for context disambiguation. It provides
the necessary logic to analyze context events, extract the context information and ensure that the context model
instance is always in a coherent state. The environment manager is also accessible to components in the context-aware
application layer. This access provides a simple query interface service that can be used by components to access the
context information in a way that is similar to a context knowledge base. The environment manager is not limited
only to the role of a context repository. It can contain other context-related components such as context interpreters
and context reasoning capabilities that are used to extract higher-order context information from the context model.
The advertisement manager is responsible for handling all context ﬁltering in advertisements from components
in the environment. When a component publishes an event, the advertisement manager checks if the event has any
context information pertaining to the environment. The environment manager is notiﬁed of any context information
present in events being published from inside the environment. After the context state is updated, the advertisement
manager processes the event publication according to the parameters speciﬁed in the components advertisement of the
event. The advertisement manager checks if the event matches any event schema in the component’s advertisements,
and if the current context state matches the speciﬁed context ﬁltering expression. The event is forwarded to the
publishing interface if those conditions hold.
The subscription manager is responsible for handling all context ﬁltering in subscriptions from components in the
environment. It also forwards context information from events originating outside the environment to the environment
manager. Such events may still aﬀect the context state of the environment and should be considered by the environment
manager. The subscription manager is able to match components with their subscriptions, request context information
from the environment manager and evaluate context ﬁltering expressions. An event is delivered to a subscriber if
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the event schema matches the one speciﬁed in the subscription, and if current environment context state matches the
context ﬁltering expression.
The publishing interface is an event forwarding component. It handles dissemination of both private and public
events. The publishing interface contains all of the necessary logic to publish an event both to the environment’s
subscribing interface and to any underlying distributed event-based system. The subscribing interface is an event
aggregator component. It aggregates all events directed at the environment, including events originating from inside
the environment. The subscribing interface is responsible for issuing and updating subscriptions to the underlying
distributed event-based system. Outside events are forwarded to an environment if and only if a subscriber component
explicitly states the correct privacy scope in its subscription to an event schema.
3.3. DEBS Layer
The DEBS layer refers to the external distributed event-based system to which this environment is connected to.
Such systems can be other distributed event-based middleware systems, which can be represented by an event broker
node, or other environments connected in a peer-to-peer fashion. Such approach is very ﬂexible in terms of network
layout and control.
4. Scenario Based Evaluation
In this section, we provide a scenario-based evaluation [1] of our context-aware distributed event-based framework
by walking through diﬀerent scenarios and demonstrating how diﬀerent parts of the system work together. For our
sample use cases, we consider the realm of mobile devices. The various applications in a mobile device can relate
to diﬀerent components in our distributed event-based system. Each component has its own function, for example,
the Phone component is responsible for making and receiving calls, the AddressBook component holds the user’s
contacts information, the Calendar component holds the user’s schedule and the GPS component is responsible for
keeping track of the user’s location.
Context in mobile devices is very dynamic since these types of devices are constantly with the user, changing en-
vironments according to the user’s actions. Mobile devices are also very constrained in terms of memory, processing
power and sometimes may be very hard to use when a lot of user input is required. Processing power and memory
constraints encourage the diﬀerent components to focus on providing a single functionality instead of being all en-
compassing applications like some desktop applications. Context awareness can be achieved simply by providing a
clean and eﬀective way to share information between these diﬀerent components. To illustrate the applicability of the
context-aware publish subscribe scheme, we have relied upon a simple advertisement and subscription representation
based on expressions such as [subscription
∣
∣
∣advertisement](EventSchema, Context-Aware Filtering Expression). The
event schema represents occurrence of events such as incoming or outgoing calls. Filtering expressions are logic
expressions involving context variables, e.g., variable1=value1 ∨ variable2=value2.
4.1. Use Case: Scheduled Meeting
Suppose in our use case that Alice is in a meeting with her co-workers and only wants to receive calls from Bob,
her boss. Current approaches in smartphones do not allow for easy automation of such scenario. Alice needs to be
aware of her schedule and switching her phone to silent upon entering a meeting. Even if this is the case, Alice still
needs to check any calls she might receive during her meeting and manually screen the calls from Bob. Such simple
adaptation can be easily achieved through our approach.
The pieces of context that are represented in our scenario are Alice’s status, i.e. unavailable when in a meeting and
available otherwise, and her relationship with Bob, i.e. calls from her boss are important to her. Alice’s smartphone
Calendar component is responsible for publishing events relating to her status whenever there’s a change in her
schedule. By creating the following subscription, the Phone component can be made aware of Alice’s status and
adapt its behaviour to ring only if she is available, subscription(IncomingCall, Status=‘available’). If Alice’s status
is unavailable then the subscription to incoming calls is not valid and the IncomingCall event will not be propagated
to the Phone component. When Alice’s status is available then the subscription is valid and the IncomingCall event
gets propagated. In the case of allowing Bob’s call to go through, another subscription subscription(IncomingCall,
Caller=‘Bob’) can be appended. If either of the subscriptions is valid the event will be propagated to the Phone
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(a) Scheduled meeting use case sequence diagram. (b) Context-aware calls use case sequence di-
agram.
Figure 4: Use case sequence diagrams.
component. The same result can be achieved using a single subscription that combines both ﬁltering expressions
subscription(IncomingCall, Status=‘available’ ∨ Caller=‘Bob’). As a result, even if Alice’s status is unavailable she
can still receive Bob’s call. Figure 4(a) shows the sequence diagram for this use case.
4.2. Use Case: Context-Aware Calls
Suppose now that Alice doesn’t want her teenage daughter Clara to use her cell phone at home. Currently there’s
no simple way to guarantee such functionality other than by taking the device away from Clara. With our approach it
becomes a matter of having the correct subscriptions and publication expressions.
Clara’s current location is provided by the GPS component in her cell phone. Whenever Clara’s location changes,
the GPS component publishes a LocationChange event that results in the Context Broker updating the context knowl-
edge base for this environment. By using the following advertisement expression in the Phone component advertise-
ment(OutgoingCall, Location!=‘home’) we can prevent Clara from making outgoing calls when at home. If the Phone
component publishes an OutgoingCall event the Context Broker checks its current location and validates the context
state of the mobile device. If the location is diﬀerent from home then the OutgoingCall event gets propagated to the
service provider, requesting a connection to the target phone. If the location is home, this event publication is not
propagated and the outgoing call connection will not be requested. Similarly, by adding the subscription subscrip-
tion(IncomingCall, Location!=‘home’) we can prevent Clara from receiving incoming calls while at home. Figure 4.2
shows the sequence diagram for this use case.
5. Discussion
In previous sections we have presented the primary building blocks of an adaptive context-aware distributed event-
based framework. Our insights with scenario-based evaluation have unveiled three design issues, which are discussed
next.
A. Context availability. As discussed in the use case described in Section 4(a), the ﬁrst design concern is related
to context availability. In current context-aware approaches, a component must have access to a context source that
provides the information it requires in order to adapt its behaviour to the user’s context. In other words, Alice’s
Phone component is required to have access to context information being provided by Alice’s Calendar component.
A proposed solution using current context-aware frameworks would require the Phone component to search for a
schedule context provider and register with it to receive updates to Alice’s schedule. This component would be
Alice’s Calendar component. The Calendar component would contact the Phone component whenever a change in
Alice’s schedule takes place. Alice’s Phone component would be required to deal with said context information on
the source code level, that is a hardcoded solution. This aﬀects the overall design and implementation of the Phone
component. It is now required to keep track of schedule changes, which is not it’s intended purpose. Whenever the
Phone component receives a call notiﬁcation, it is then required ﬁrst check if it’s stored status allows it to ring.
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B. Incremental Context-Aware Publications and Subscriptions. A second design concern relates to extending
context-aware publications and subscriptions. As seen in Section 4(a), Alice’s Phone component should not be de-
pendent only on Alice’s status, but also depend on the callers identity. Alice’s Contacts components holds all the
information relating to the people close to Alice and their relationship with her. If Alice’s status is unavailable the
Phone component is required to check if the caller is allowed to go through. In order for Bob’s call go through, the
Phone component has to access Alice’s Contacts component. This once again requires changes to the Phone compo-
nent and adds extra functionality that does not relate to the Phone component’s main objective of placing and receiving
calls. Such hardcoded solution is in clear contract with the straightforward approach provided by our context-aware
publish subscribe scheme. Notice that the proposed context-aware publish subscribe scheme does not only support re-
ceiving events based on context changes, but also supports ﬁltering of events that can be received based on contextual
subscriptions.
C. Local versus Foreign Context. A third design concern relates to local versus foreign context information. The
use case described in Section 4.2 shows a clear example of using local context in publications and subscriptions.
Current context-aware publish subscribe approaches limit the use of context only for entities foreign to the publisher
or subscriber. In Clara’s case it would be required to modify the Phone components of all those who call her in order
to enforce the location restrictions. A Phone component calling Clara would be required to specify that the Phone
component receiving the call event would only be notiﬁed of the event if its location is diﬀerent from Clara’s home.
Similarly, a Phone component receiving a call event from Clara’s Phone component would be required to specify that
the location of the event publisher be diﬀerent from Clara’s home. Through this example it is clear that Clara’s Phone
component has no control over its behaviour of placing, accepting or rejecting a call events. It is entirely dependent
on external components and their knowledge of a foreign entity’s context.
6. Related Work
Works related to our approach fall under two categories: (i) context-aware frameworks and middleware and (ii)
context-awareness in publish subscribe schemes and distributed event-based systems.
Numerous context-aware middleware and frameworks have been proposed. The Context Toolkit [2, 3, 4] is one
of the ﬁrst approaches to a context-aware framework. It applies a graphical user interface approach, where the con-
text widgets are used to provide access to context information. The context toolkit advocates the use of events as an
optimal solution to disseminate context information. However, it does not use distributed events and the approach is
similar to the observer pattern. SOCAM [5, 6] is a Service-Oriented Context-Aware Middleware that enables rapid
prototyping of context-aware services. The SOCAM architecture consists of context providers, context interpreters,
context database, service location service and context-aware mobile services. It uses Java’s RMI technology to pro-
vide component communication and context information dissemination. This approach is also similar to the observer
pattern. The Context Broker Architecture (CoBrA for short) [7, 8] is an approach that provides a middleware to cre-
ate context-aware software agents. CoBrA divides the context model into diﬀerent domains. Each domain has an
autonomous agent, namelly, the domain context broker. Context acquisition in CoBrA is accomplished in the same
fashion as in the context toolkit and SOCAM. In all of the systems described above each component is responsible
for searching for and registering with a context source. All of the context information is disseminated by the context
source directly to the registered components. This approach is diﬀerent from a distributed event-based system. Mo-
CoA [9] is a customizable middleware for context-aware mobile applications, based on STEAM [10], a distributed
event-based system, and the sentient object model [11]. MoCoA introduces the notion of event channels, which are
used to specify the constraints on both propagation and notiﬁcation of events in a geographical area. Even though
MoCoA is classiﬁed as a distributed event-based system, it does not provide a context-aware event model.
Some approaches deal with context awareness in publish subscribe schemes and distributed event-based systems.
In [12] Cugola et al. propose the introduction of context as a ﬁrst class element in event-based systems. This modiﬁca-
tion allows each node to set its current context state and allows for subscriptions with both content and context ﬁlters
as well as publication with context ﬁlters. In [13] Frey et al. propose a context-aware publish subscribe scheme. The
approach of Frey et al. focuses on limiting the subscription scope through context of relevance and context of interest.
Context of relevance is used by a publisher to represent either the context that is aﬀected by the event or the context
in which the event is relevant. Context of interest is used by subscribers to identify the context of a publisher. Both
the approaches by Cugola et al. and Frey et al. focus on the context of both publishers and subscribers as external
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entities to the component. Said context is used to validate if the publisher of the event is relevant to the component
with respect to its subscription or, in the case of publication, if the subscriber to the event is relevant. This emphasis
on factors external to the component for publish subscribe systems is undesireable since it causes a higher coupling
between components. A subscriber must be made aware of speciﬁc details of a publisher’s context states in order to
subscribe to an event.
7. Conclusion
In this paper we have claimed that distributed event-based models and approaches should use context as a ﬁrst class
element, where the local context of its components should be taken into consideration in publications and subscrip-
tions of events. To this end, we have introduced a context-aware event model and a new publish subscribe scheme.
In addition we have described a context-aware distributed event-based framework that provides support for mobile
context-aware user interactions through real time subscription and publication behaviour adaptation. We have also
discussed the utility of our approach through a scenario based evaluation.
As future work, we are working on the implementation and performance evaluation of an object-oriented version of
the proposed framework using the Android platform. We will also work on the formalization of our models to be able
to support the veriﬁcation of critical context-aware applications based on the our proposed publish subscribe scheme.
Overall, we believe that an approach that combines context and distributed events and supports a publish subscribe
scheme that is aﬀected by local context will contribute to further research exploration in mobile and context-aware
systems.
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